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ABSTRACT Recently, wearable technologies have evolved in the most unexpected field like a military force
outside of healthcare, fitness, lifestyle and similar areas. The growing need for soldiers’ coordination, training
and health, the increase in asymmetric warfare, suspected geopolitical conflicts and soldiers’ modernization
programs, among others, are some of the factors that fuel the growth of the military wearables market. Wearable computation plays an important role in improving the capabilities of the soldier. Further, the 5G network
promises a solution to the many network and performance challenges in order to adopt more sophisticated
wearable technologies in defense automation. In this paper, we conduct a study to identify the role of
wearable computing for the defence automation system. We present the taxonomy of wearable computing
in defence automation system and explain the relationship of each attribute. In addition, we identify the
raise issues and challenges in communication and cybersecurity when deploying the 5G network in defense
automation. Furthermore, we propose the design of the wearable smartwatch architecture as a use case of
healthcare transformation in defense automation in the 5G environment.
INDEX TERMS Wearable computing, 5G network, security and privacy, edge computing.

I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, the adoption of connected smart devices has
gained momentum in military organizations. The Internet
of Battlefield Things (IoBT) involves the full realization of
ubiquitous sensing, communication, and computing. One of
the characteristics of IoBT is the interconnection and collaborative decision-making between battlefield resources and
combat equipment. In the recent MRFR analysis report, it is
predicted that by 2024, the global military IoT market will be
17,720.6 million USD, recording a compound annual growth
rate of 10.64% over the forecast period from 2019 to 2024 [1].
Specifically, wearable computing devices are driving military
organizations towards defense automation. It helps soldiers,
platoon commander and the command controller unit to better
understand situational awareness on the battlefield at low cost
and to reduce the risk of error. Wearable devices integrated
with heterogeneous sensors in a soldier’s clothing and body
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equipment provide the control unit with multidimensional
real-time information on the battlefield. According to the enduser and the force group, wearable devices for the military
have been classified into land forces, naval forces and airborne forces. To improve the combat capabilities of soldiers,
many countries around the world have increased the use of
wearable computing devices [2], [3].
On the other hand, edge computing overcomes the
limitations of the centralized legacy network architecture.
By placing computing and storage resources at the edge of
the network, data collection and processing takes place at
or near the source or device of the application [4]–[7]. For
military organizations, edge computing enables connectivity to wearable computing devices on the battlefield and
makes a soldier’s life better, safer and increases the accuracy
of decision-making. In addition to all this, the scalability,
versatility, and reliability of edge computing also make it
an attractive proposition for defense automation around the
world. Meanwhile, the 5th generation of cellular network
technology (5G) is expected to have bandwidth 10 times
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higher than the current legacy network. 5G is designed not
only to improve network performance but above all to link
digital systems that need huge amounts of data to function
automatically. The most important 5G applications will not be
intended for civilian use, but for the military. The 5G military
upgrade would also allow drones to independently perform
coordinated missions or tasks by increasing the speed of data
transfer between operators and combat vehicles. However,
even with 5G, sending data over long distances will involve
network latency unless the devices connected to 5G have
higher computing power. Particularly, the wearable computing devices in the 5G network open up a new paradigm with
opportunities and challenges for the realization of defense
automation [8]–[10].
This study takes into account the opportunities and challenges of the 5G network in the context of wearable computing towards defense automation. The scientific contributions
of this research work are summarized as follows:
• We present the taxonomy of wearable computing in
the defense automation system. We discuss each of the
attributes of the proposed taxonomy and explain the relationship of wearable computing in defense automation.
• We identify research issues and challenges of wearable
computing in the 5G network environment. We present
the concerns raised in communication and cybersecurity
when deploying the 5G network in defense automation.
• In addition, we also propose the design of the wearable
smartwatch architecture as a use case of healthcare transformation in defense automation. The proposed design
of a wearable smartwatch using PPG Photoplethysmography) sensor, Inertial sensor, and Physical Unclonable
Function (PUF) in the 5G network.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section II
discusses the taxonomy of the wearable computing in defence
automation system; the issues and challenges of wearable
computing in the 5G network environment are discussed
in Section III; Section IV the prototype for designing the
wearable smartwatch in 5G network; the conclusion of this
research is presented in Section V.
II. TAXONOMY OF WEARABLE COMPUTING IN DEFENCE
AUTOMATION

Recently, wearable devices have played an important role
in improving the capabilities of the soldier. For defence
automation, responding properly to the needs of the soldier is
crucial and accepted by all military personnel. In this section,
we discuss the taxonomy of wearable computing in defense
automation and explain the main attributes.
Wearable technologies have been rapidly adopted in the
military sector recently, as they help monitor the physical
condition of soldiers during missions, improve communication between troops and military posts, and provide a comprehensive knowledge of the situation. Wearable technologies
allow a command control unit to track soldiers more accurately, which will make it easier to monitor soldiers’ safety
during high alert operations and reduce the risk of errors.
65994

FIGURE 1. Illustrate the taxonomy of wearable computing in defence
automation.

Fig. 1 illustrate the taxonomy of wearable computing
in defence automation. We have classified the taxonomy
of wearable computing for defence automation into five
attributes: forces, wellness, trusted computing, situational
awareness and vision & surveillance. We discuss each of
the attributes of taxonomy and explain the relationship of
wearable computing in the defense automation system as
follow:
A. FORCES

Military forces are broadly divided into mainly three groups:
army, air force, and navy. In each of these military forces
groups, wearable computing-based solutions play an important role in defence automation. In the case of the army, it is
possible to identify the enemy through smart glasses that can
identify the enemy better than the general field of view when
confronting the enemy and the mountainous area. It shares the
field of view information acquired through each individual
device to successfully accomplish the global mission. For air
force, wearable technology makes possible to automatically
detect emergency situations during missions such as supersonic flight lights through smart clothes that continuously
monitor the pilot’s biometric information. In the case of
Navy force, Augmented Reality (AR) /Virtual Reality (VR)
technology can reduce the cost of training in the real ocean
for maritime missions in a virtual marine environment.
B. WELLNESS

Wellness is one of the important parts of a soldier’s healthcare
to sustain healthy body condition and improve the individual’s overall military skills. Wearable devices for wellness are
smartwatch, activity tracker, medical sensors, smart clothing,
VOLUME 8, 2020
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TABLE 1. The device of wearable sensors for wellness in military.

and exo skeleton and so on. Smartwatch has sensors to monitor individual soldier’s conditions continuously such as GPS,
thermometer, accelerometer, gyroscope, compass, barometric
altimeter, and heart rate monitor [11], [12]. An activity tracker
can provide a log of behaviors of soldiers such as a passed
path or a training record. Medical sensors constantly monitor
the soldier’s current health and detect risks by monitoring
biodata such as temperature and heart rate. Smart clothing
includes thin flex batteries and sensors which read body
movements to understand current events in the surrounding in
the war [13]. Exo skeleton is a wearable device of an external
selection that supports and protects the human body [14].
Table 1 presents the products of the wearable device for
wellness in the military.
C. TRUSTED COMPUTING

In recent times, wearable computing combines Internet of
Things (IoT) and Artificial intelligence (AI) technologies
to integrate all information, not just individual information,
to better understand global situations to decide better military
decisions [15]. As the importance of data sharing increases,
information security’s also increases because their military
information should not be exposed to the enemy. Therefore,
trusted computing is the key element of wearable computing
in the defence automation system. Trust computing includes
distributed learning, federated learning, Software Defined
Network (SDN) and blockchain.
By sharing the model among multiple computing nodes
in distributed learning, it facilitates the improvement of
efficiency and performance [16]–[18]. But, due to the
heterogeneous nature of the dataset at the edge network in the
battlefield, federated learning complements the bottleneck
of distributed learning [19]. On the other hand, the functionality of SDN technology makes the defense network
more dynamic, programmable, cost-effective, manageable,
and highly adaptive by decoupling the control and data
planes [20], [21]. In addition, the blockchain technology
VOLUME 8, 2020

features such as distributed, incorruptible, shared, and secure
without the need of trusted third party makes the military
organization one step forward towards defence automation [22], [23].
D. SITUATIONAL AWARENESS

Situational awareness can be increased through soldiers’
visual interface technology using a thermal camera, night
vision goggles and AR technology, etc. A thermal camera
can detect and track the enemy’s movement more easily
and the night vision goggle also increases the situational
awareness skill at night. Furthermore, AR technology is used
for rapid target acquisition by providing graphical expected
situation [24]. A combination of these technologies allows
soldiers to better understand their surroundings and decide
what to do next rapidly.
E. VISION & SURVEILLANCE

Using smart helmets, smart glasses and wearable cameras,
soldiers’ vision & surveillance skills can be increased. The
smart helmet includes bone earphones to transmit sound
when a solider receives and speaks order, rather than traditional microphones and earphones [25]. Smart glasses provide an extended view of sight and information using AR.
The wearable camera can gather visual information of the
enemy or friends easily. Based on these wearable sensors,
soldiers can communicate individual situation information
in real-time, then cooperate to complete their mission [26].
Table 2 shows wearable devices of vision & surveillance.
III. WEARABLE COMPUTING IN 5G ENVIRONMENT

In the era of Industry 4.0, the 5G network promises a solution
to the many network and performance challenges in order to
adopt more sophisticated wearable technologies in defense
automation. The proper deployment of the 5G network will
unlock the possibility of using wearable computing technologies in defense automation and can reach a more granular
65995
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TABLE 2. Wearable devices of vision & surveillance in military.

FIGURE 2. Abstract overview of wearable computing 5G network architecture in defence automation.

level on the battlefield. However, the deployment of the 5G
network is still in its infancy and is not mature enough for
defense automation. In this section, we discuss the problem
and challenges of wearable computing in defense automation
in the context of the 5G network.
Fig. 2 presents the abstract overview of wearable computing 5G network architecture in defence automation.
65996

A 5G network is equipped to provide greater bandwidth
capacity, increased throughput, improved reliability, while
dramatically reducing latency. In the defence automation,
the deployment of the 5G network supports the mobile edge
connectivity and the requirements of the Internet of Battle
Things (IoBT) such as on-device/edge model training for
making a critical decision on the battlefield, flexibility,
VOLUME 8, 2020
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and availability. Specifically, wearable computing in defence
automation classified according to their level of complexity
and functional/non-functional requirements. Here we discuss the concerns raised in communication and cybersecurity
while deploying the 5G network in defense automation.
A. COMMUNICATION

In defence automation, the main motive is to transmit the
soldier activity and situational awareness from the battlefield
to make an appropriate decision. Wearable IoBT devices that
enable the fleet military to make on the fly communications
with soldiers at battle zones and have the potential to dramatically impact the future of the defence industry. Army safety
is a top concern in the defence industry, and wearables can
play a key role by enhancing communication between commander, platoon, and soldiers. However, in the 5G network,
the realization of wearable computing in defence automation
raises certain concerns:
1) ENERGY CONSUMPTION

Designing the small size of most wearable devices without
degrading the user experience poses a challenge in defense
automation. Specifically, in the combat zone, a smart device
with a small form factor generally limits the capacity of
the battery and requires frequent battery replacements and
charging is very difficult. Harvesting energy from ambient
sources is an interesting way to alleviate the problem of
power constraints. However, in the 5G network, the design
of network architecture as optimal as possible in terms of
energy consumption to achieve sustainable wearable computing in the defense industry. The power levels and position
of massive multiple inputs and multiple output base stations must be optimized to provide maximum user coverage
on the battlefield and low power consumption of wearable
devices [27]–[29].
2) LICENSED/UNLICENSED WEARABLE COMMUNICATIONS

Generally, the unlicensed technologies used in today’s wearable devices that allow direct close proximity communications among multiple devices with less complexity and lower
cost. However, most countries prefer to opt for the exclusive
use of the spectrum in the defense industry. In the 5G network, the wearable device can communicate directly with
base stations/edge nodes in a licensed communication that
supports the quality of service and mobility. Licensed communication is generally expensive and complex. In addition,
licensed communications can consume more power, which
limits the implementation of wearable computing for defense
automation in the 5G network [30], [31].
B. CYBERSECURITY

In the cyber world, robust cybersecurity is essential for protecting the information systems of military organizations and
the armed forces. It plays a crucial role in national security
and provides protection to communication and information
systems to enable wearable computing in defense automation.
VOLUME 8, 2020

The 5G network offers a larger cyber-attack surface and
more devices accessing the network. Defense departments
and military organizations should accelerate security strategies to stay protected while deploying wearable computing
in defense automation. In this subsection, we discuss the
cybersecurity issues and challenges related to the 5G network
that we need to address while building a sustainable wearable
computing network in defence automation [32]–[36].
1) CHOKEPOINT INSPECTION AND CONTROL

In the 5G network, the network moves away from the centralized hardware-based switching network to a distributed
digital routing network defined by software. Compared to the
legacy network, the 5G network has pushed network activity
outward towards a network of digital routers across the network, which raises the concern of denying the potential for
chokepoint inspection and control. In particular, in defense
automation, due to resource constraints on wearable devices,
cyber hygiene should be practiced on the network. The lack
of chokepoint inspection and control raises the concern of
the adoption of wearable computing in the 5G network for
defence automation. Fig. 3 presents the example of denying
the potential for chokepoint inspection and control.

FIGURE 3. Example of denying chokepoint inspection and control.

2) SOFTWARE-DEFINED NETWORK CONTROL

Software virtualization performs high-level network functions in the 5G network, which further complicates its cyber
vulnerability. Software vulnerabilities can be easily fixed
within the network, but what if the software-defined network
controller is compromised. In military organizations, if the
attacker takes control of the software that manages the networks, it will be easier for cyber-adversaries to manipulate
portable devices to carry out activities aimed at causing damage on the battlefield. Cybersecurity solutions will, therefore,
have to be developed to counter them.
3) DYNAMIC CYBER PROTECTION

In defence automation, resource-constrained wearable
devices will become new targets for cyber attackers due to the
dramatic expansion of bandwidth in the 5G network. While
we can configure the network using a dynamic spectrum
sharing capability called ‘‘network slices’’ based on the
category of wearable devices on the battlefield, each network
slice will have its own varying degree of cyber risk. Other
than relying on a uniform solution with the lowest common
denominator, we must provide dynamic cyber protection for
65997
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FIGURE 4. Example of dynamic cyber protection.

wearable devices according to their degree of cyber risk.
Fig. 4 illustrate the example of dynamic cyber protection.

light enough to meet resource constraints and can build trust
relationships between devices and networks. Fig. 5 illustrates
the example of heterogeneous access.

4) INCREASED BANDWIDTH

The increase in bandwidth in the 5G network will raise
another capability concern for wearable computing devices
in defence automation. Due to the limited computing power
and other resource constraints on wearable devices, security solutions need to be upgraded to deal with these new
capabilities with lighter and efficient algorithms. Most of the
security solutions for real-time wearable computing devices
in defence automation may no longer work in the 5G network.
5) HETEROGENEOUS ACCESS

For military smart devices, wearable sensors are one of the
most common smart sensing modules under strict resource
constraints that have information resilience, collecting information on the battlefield. In security design consideration,
heterogeneous access will be one of the main key characteristics. In the combat zone, multi-network environments are
more likely to access the network architecture from different
networks are different. Wearable devices will have many
choices in how they access networks from the battlefield.
In the 5G network, network access policies and security management of wearable devices must be efficient, secure and
65998

FIGURE 5. Example of heterogeneous access.

6) PRIVACY PROTECTION

In the 5G network, we can configure the multiplexing of
independent virtualized logical networks on the same physical network infrastructure using network slicing. In military
organizations, the network can be configured based on the
category of wearable computing devices on the battlefield.
However, to offer differentiated quality of service, networks
may need to sense the type of service. This raises serious
VOLUME 8, 2020
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FIGURE 6. Abstract design overview of wearable smartwatch.

concerns about breaches of privacy and has serious consequences in defense automation.
IV. USE CASE OF HEC HEALTHCARE TRANSFORMATION
IN DEFENCE AUTOMATION

Human-driven Edge Computing (HEC) is a crucial part of
the 5G network for defense automation. It offers a first-rate
advantage to communications service providers by seizing
new opportunities and challenges for the realization of wearable computing in defense automation. Real-time analytics,
high-speed connectivity, and low latency combine to create
a sustainable computing system for military organizations
in various real-world scenarios. With the 5G network,
this is a large set of transformations that we must take
into account at the edge in the context of wearable computing adaptation in defense automation. For instance,
ultra-low latency techniques, lightweight and secure authentication schemes, data collection and analysis leveraging
advanced analysis in defense automation. In this section,
we present the design of the wearable smartwatch architecture as a use case of healthcare transformation in defense
automation.
In the era of the digital world, national security depends
on the strength of military organizations and the safety of
VOLUME 8, 2020

soldiers is seen as a vital role. An appropriate tracking system
of a soldier’s health and position allows to track the soldier’s
current GPS position and also checks health status such as a
soldier’s body temperature, heart rate, etc. In the context of
the 5G network, the need to design such a system to obtain
information on the health status of soldiers and provide them
with instant help is crucial for defense automation. In an
emergency, due to the lack of medical assistance, soldiers
who are the backbone of any armed force usually lose their
lives. In addition, in battle zones, soldiers lose contact with
the authorities. To address these concerns, we propose a
design of a wearable smartwatch using PPG (Photoplethysmography) sensor, Inertial sensor, and Physical Unclonable
Function (PUF) in a 5G network, as illustrated in Fig. 6.
The design of the wearable smartwatch is consists of three
modules: PPG sensor module, Inertial sensor module, and
PUF module.
A. PPG SENSOR MODULE

The PPG sensor is designed to measure changes in blood
volume. It is a commonly used optical detection method
that collects light reflected or transmitted through the
skin in order to non-invasively monitor the pulsation of
blood flow in subcutaneous blood vessels. The atypical
65999
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PPG sensor emits light at the tissue site with one or more
LEDs. The measuring photodiode measures the intensity of
the non-absorbed light reflected by the tissue. Recently, as an
alternative technique for monitoring heart rate, the adaptation
of PPG technology has increased [37]–[41]. Specifically,
in wearable devices, the PPG sensor is quickly adopted due
to the cost-effectiveness and simplicity of its operation. The
ability of PPG to measure blood variations in different parts
of the body and its potential ability to detect physiological parameters related to the cardiovascular and respiratory
systems continued to motivate the scientific community to
develop wearable devices based on portable PPG which are
more inexpensive and very accurate for monitoring daily
routine activities. In recent years, the penetration rate of
PPG sensor technology in wearable devices has reached
98% and is expected to reach 100% by 2020 and global
net profit is expected to reach the US $ 52.5 billion by
2024 [42], [43]. As illustrated in Fig. 6, the PPG sensor
module prototype consists of eight different stages: Low-pass
filter (LPF)/Sample, Noise Filter, Resample, Normalization,
Labeling, Feature Extraction, Classification, and Results.
Initially, the prototype module will collect samples from
the PPG sensor. To improve the robustness of detection
accuracy and signal quality assessments, the module includes
LPF/sample, noise filter, resampling and normalization steps.
In the next step, the module will label the collected data and
use a lightweight deep learning model for feature extraction
and data classification. In the last step, the module will send
the classified result data to the local edge node/base station
to process further and take the necessary actions from the
command control unit at the battlefield.

B. INERTIAL SENSOR MODULE

Inertial sensors are sensors based on inertia and relevant
measurement principles which can be applied in various
contexts due to the universal presence of movement, vibration, and shock. It is essentially an autonomous system that
measures linear and angular movements generally with a
triad of gyroscopes and accelerometers. Nowadays, inertial
sensors containing many smart devices such as smartphones,
Virtual Reality (VR) headsets are known as Inertial Measurement Units (IMUs) [44]–[47]. An accelerometer measures
the external specific force acting on the sensor while the
gyroscope measures the rate of change in the orientation
of the sensor. In defense automation, the use of an inertial
sensor in a wearable device such as a smartwatch can be
very useful in tracking the position and orientation of the
soldier on the battlefield. As illustrated in Fig. 6, the inertial
sensor module of the proposed prototype consists of the
sample, noise filter, signal processing, analysis, and position
and orientation. In the context of the 5G network, for defence
automation, the proposed smartwatch prototype with inertial
sensor module will be very effective due to its characteristics
such as portability, low cost, low energy consumption and
high precision.
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C. PUF MODULE

In defense automation, due to the resource constraints of
wearable devices, secure communications in 5G environments are important and curial part to be taken into account
by military organizations. As we discussed in the previous section, with increased bandwidth and low latency,
5G networks are opening up a new paradigm of secure
authentication that must be in place while realizing the wearable computing in the automation of defense. Compared to
software components where there is only logical existence
for the secret key, the secret key in wearable devices must
include ROM memory which is vulnerable to cyber-physical
attacks. Recently, a symmetric key scheme supported by
the hardware, such as PUF has been reported to improve
efficiency and provide protection against cyber-physical
attacks [48]–[51]. PUF is a digital fingerprint that protects
security chips from invasive attacks by generating a unique
identifier that cannot be reverse-engineered. It acts as a unidirectional function, of which each different instance provides unique outputs for the same separate input. As shown
in Fig. 6, the proposed wearable smartwatch prototype with
PUF ID will be used as a unique secret key to supporting
cryptographic algorithms to provide secure and tamper-proof
communication in the 5G network in defense automation.

V. CONCLUSION

Military operations today have become complex, multifaceted and unpredictable. As the technological capabilities of allies and adversaries advance, military commanders
must exert more pressure to anticipate, assess and act in
environments that are increasingly stressed and time-limited.
Several countries have started to focus on the potential
military benefits of wearable computing devices. Defense
automation enables today’s military agencies to make decisions based on real-time analysis generated by integrating
information from a wide range of wearable devices on the
battlefield.
This study led to a comprehensive analysis of the role of
wearable computing for defense automation in the 5G network environment. We have identified the issues and challenges raised during the deployment of wearable computing
devices in the 5G network. We proposed a prototype design
of the smartwatch using PPG, inertial sensors to monitor the
soldier’s activities and state of health. The proposed design
also included PUF ID to ensure secure and efficient communication in the 5G network.
Advanced 5G introduces a slew of cybersecurity concerns in wearable computing for defence automation and
seen as obstacles in the system design. Organizations and
decision-makers should be held accountable for a new cyber
due diligence and establish a new cyber regulatory paradigm
to reflect the new realities. Ignoring the problems and challenges at the beginning raised by the 5G network in wearable
computing for defense automation is not cost-efficient in the
long run. Adding functionality later is less efficient and often
VOLUME 8, 2020
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more costly than including appropriate mechanisms from the
beginning. In future work, we will perform the experimental
analysis of the design of the proposed prototype to assess the
feasibility of the proof of concept
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